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Introduction
Why break down 
borders?

‘Another world is possible beyond the plunder, exploitation 
and expropriation that are the bedrock of liberal democracies.’ 
– Akwugo Emejulu and Francesca Sobande

‘To struggle for a world without borders is to have hope . . . is 
to think that human beings can do better, and we do deserve 
better.’ – Bridget Anderson

Borders are indisputably sites of violence. Borders create citizens 
and non-citizens, ‘aliens’ and nationals, undocumented people 
and sans papiers, ‘foreigners’ and expats. Borders segregate, cate-
gorise and dehumanise us. They are the product of long histories 
of injustice, which means that we – our, flesh, bones and the 
very breath which keeps us alive – can be crudely termed ‘illegal’ 
in the eyes of the law. The phrase, ‘illegal immigrant’, which in 
Britain creeps from newspaper headlines to state policies and 
back again, encourages us to believe that we can be a violation of 
law and order as it is sold to us. 

However, laws and order are not objective truths, and borders 
have not always existed. Immigration laws, for example, are ideas 
crafted in the imaginations of the powerful to maintain their 
position and preserve the world as they like it. Borders are not 
real. The criminal ‘justice’ system and its agents such as border 
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force, prisons and the police – an institution founded to protect 
private property and break up workers’ strikes1 – all function to 
uphold laws and protect the status quo of inequality. They do not 
keep the peace. These structures bring the violence. Laws try to 
rationalise the border regime which fundamentally ignores the 
humanity of those who move. Knowing this, let’s take as our root 
and starting position the reality that no human is illegal. 

In this book, I draw connecting lines between Britain’s 
murky past and the precarious present of the UK border regime. 
Through interrogating Britain’s imperial history, we can better 
understand the current context of immigration laws, polit-
ical agendas and structures of inequality which prop up the 
border. These chapters explore the purpose and consequences 
of borders; sometimes imagined as benign geographical mark-
ers drawing out where one country ends, and another begins. 
Through knowing the history, character, and ever-shifting pur-
pose of borders and the agents that enforce them, we can better 
resist the border and equip ourselves against its impact on us all.

Resistance to the border is complicated. It often involves 
rejecting borders while at the same time trying to improve 
the immediate realities of people crossing them, by seeking 
to reform or soften the border regime. There is here, in this 
resistance, what author and academic Natasha King calls a ‘fun-
damental tension’: sometimes we find ourselves acting within 
and to an extent validating a system that is harming ourselves 
and others. This happens when we defend and advocate for 
people’s right to reside or have citizenship, alongside also reject-
ing the exalted category of ‘citizen’.2 This tension cannot be easily 
reconciled, which feels apt for the pursuit of human movement 

1 S. Harring, Policing A Class Society (Chicago: Haymarket Books, 2017).
2 N. King, No Borders: The Politics Of Immigration Control And Resistance (London: 
Zed Books, 2016).
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and mobility, which is complex and messy. Free movement is so 
basic, and so intrinsic that it could be described as an inevitable 
part of the human condition. Underneath it all, movement and 
border-crossing is so expected as to be banal, but nonetheless 
our stories of moving and journeying are rich and wondrous in 
their immense variety and multiple dimensions. 

Much like the narratives of many migrant communities, my 
family’s history of border-crossing is archived primarily in the 
memories of elders, occasionally spoken as oral histories which 
drop like rare jewels from wise mouths at the dinner table. My 
paternal grandparents came from Jamaica to the UK in the 
1950s as citizens of Britain. They are part of what is termed the 
‘Windrush generation’, named after the HMT Empire Windrush, 
an ex-Nazi ship acquired as a prize of war by Britain, which was 
charted from the Caribbean to England in 1948. Many more ships 
followed the Empire Windrush. This generation of border-cross-
ers were invited, so the story goes, to help rebuild Britain after 
the destruction of World War II. 

This movement to Britain retraced a trail paved with blood, 
capital and labour; this homecoming to the mother country was 
inextricably linked to Jamaica’s position as a colony of the British 
Empire. During the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, 
Britain played a leading role in trafficking and enslaving African 
people, bringing them to countries like Jamaica to labour on 
plantations and grow and harvest crops like tobacco and later 
sugar cane. The profits which were extracted from slave labour 
were invested back in Britain – through the construction of 
banks, factories and canals which helped industrialisation to 
flourish.3 Meanwhile back in Jamaica, in the decades and cen-

3 David Eltis and Stanley L. Engerman, ‘The Importance of Slavery and the Slave 
Trade to Industrializing Britain,’ Journal of Economic History, vol. 60, no. 1, 2000, 
pp. 123–44, www.jstor.org/stable/2566799.
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turies following the abolition of legal slavery, ‘freed’ Jamaicans 
subsisted in conditions of poverty, and the country faced slow 
economic growth and high levels of unemployment and state 
debt.

Fast forward a hundred or so years to 1952, and my grand-
father purchases a one-way ticket to England, hoping to study 
and secure a better future for his family. He waves goodbye to 
relatives and loved ones in Jamaica – including my grandmother 
– promising to send for her if he manages to find a job. When he 
does find work drilling holes into hob elements, my grandmother 
takes the long boat journey to join him, with the talisman of a 
nutmeg nestled in her pocket to remind her of home and to ward 
off sea-sickness. When she arrives in England in the middle of a 
frosty winter, she notices the leafless trees, and wonders why all 
the trees are dead. 

This migration route, so steeped in history, was taken by 
almost half a million Caribbean people between 1948–70, 
curious to see what Britain was like, and seeking to build lives 
for themselves and their families. However, the hostile border 
between Britain and the Caribbean was firmly reasserted in the 
1971 Immigration Act, and the expansion of this border contin-
ues to the present day. In 2018 the ‘Windrush scandal’ exposed 
that British Caribbean elders had been subjected to targeted 
immigration enforcement by the UK Home Office, as part of 
government attempts to meet net immigration goals. This is 
only one example: similar relationships of exploitation, where 
migrant communities are dismissed once they have served their 
economic purpose, exist between the UK and countries all over 
the world.

The history of physical border demarcation is elite, colonial 
and rooted in capitalism. Borders have always been closely 
linked to securing property and territory and shoring up wealth. 
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From the Great Wall of China to Hadrian’s Wall in the North of 
England, early borders around regions and cities were built to 
preserve empires and keep out ‘invaders’. More recent construc-
tions such as the US-Mexico border wall, the apartheid wall in 
occupied Palestine, and the mile-long wall in Calais in northern 
France which fortifies the entrance to the Channel Tunnel 
demonstrate how borders are erected in attempts to preserve 
ideologies, prevent free movement, and oppress populations.

Around 70 physical border walls now exist globally.4 This 
figure rapidly increased after the end of World War II, a point 
at which only seven border walls had been constructed. The 
building of border walls also intensified after 9/11, including at 
the US-Mexico border which was fortified by measures pushed 
through by George W. Bush’s administration, and then devel-
oped further under Barack Obama’s presidency. The US-Mexico 
wall continues to be leveraged by politicians of all stripes to 
symbolise protection of American citizens from ‘dangerous’ 
outsiders. Immigration enforcement was ramped up alongside 
this renewed wall-building fervour: Obama’s administration 
deported more people than the collective sum of deportations 
carried out by all other US presidents in the twentieth century.5

As I illustrate in Chapter 4, politicians and lawmakers’ ded-
ication to borders and immigration controls is guided and 
intensified by the sentiments churned out by national and inter-
national media outlets. The strong symbolism of borders is prime 
fodder for the screaming headlines of the 24-hour news cycle; 
looming stone and steel fortifications provoke quasi-biblical 
and mythological connotations. States encourage and respond 

4 www.nytimes.com/2019/01/17/world/europe/fact-check-trump-border-walls.
html (last accessed 08/2020).
5 www.abcnews.go.com/Politics/obamas-deportation-policy-numbers/
story?id=41715661 (last accessed 08/2020).
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to this sentiment with enthusiasm. Throughout this book I 
outline some of the laws and policies that have built up Britain’s 
current border regime: cumulatively they demonstrate that the 
state will never meaningfully legislate for open, relaxed or no 
borders, because to do so would be to blur the edges of its own 
power. Work to amend immigration laws and policies is impor-
tant insofar as it improves people’s lives in the here and now 
– but we must carefully consider the ways in which ‘reforming’ 
an inherently abusive border regime makes it harder to destroy 
altogether. Just as air inside a balloon would never advocate for 
bursting the skin that holds it, states as we know them will never 
support steps towards their own eradication. 

Because of the inherent inequality borders represent, in the 
twenty-first century wealthy white people who move coun-
tries and cross borders call themselves ‘expats’, while working 
class people including people of colour in particular who make 
the same journey are framed as ‘immigrants’. Borders enable 
states to manage the flow of people, and consequently surveil, 
dissuade and shut out people who are perceived by states as 
less permanently desirable or useful for wealth accumulation: 
neurodiverse people, queer and trans people, disabled people, 
survivors of violence, torture and abuse, people with different 
antibody statuses, people of colour, criminalised people and 
working class people. 

Some of us experience this inequality viscerally when we 
attempt to cross borders: through harassment and physical 
searches at ports of entry, to intrusive questioning, extortionate 
fees and kafkaesque hoops which must be jumped through to 
obtain visas to visit or work in another country. While white cis-
gender women influencers gaily post Instagram stories of their 
passports, artfully propped against a chilled glass of prosecco 
in the British Airways Business Class lounge, queer and trans 
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people of colour are interrogated about their ‘origin’ and identi-
ties. Similarly, people profiled and racialised as Arab or Muslim 
are scrutinised and accused of terrorism, and people from 
formerly colonised countries are handcuffed in the back of a 
van, awaiting deportation to a country they have never lived in. 
If you have never felt the surveilling eye and iron fist of borders, 
it does not mean borders are not violent weapons; it means that 
your privilege enables you to circumnavigate the gleaming edge 
of their blade.

In Chapters 6 and 7, I further explore the sinister struc-
tures of Britain’s draconian immigration detention estate and 
deportation regime. These aspects of the UK’s immigration 
enforcement apparatus abuse and violate the human rights 
of people of colour, working class people, and people seeking 
asylum: members of our communities who are least resourced 
to secure legal representation and defend themselves against the 
state. Furthermore, this segment of the immigration system is 
incredibly costly: in 2013–17 the government spent over £500m 
on detaining people,6 and in 2015 paid £5,000 for each depor-
tation it carried out.7 This matters, not because we should rely 
on the dehumanising ‘business case’ for ending detention and 
deportation, but because these figures throw light on one of the 
foundational pillars of detention and deportation: the trade of 
human lives for private profit. 

While the architects of border controls – states, transna-
tional structures, and private companies largely governed by 
middle-aged white men in boardrooms – shore up wealth at the 
expense of migrant communities, immigration processes which 

6 www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/uk-immigration-detention-
centre-cost-taxpayer-brexit-eu-migrants-a8195251.html (last accessed 08/2020).
7 www.theyworkforyou.com/wrans/?id=2015-07-14.6908.h&s=charter+flight
#g6908.r0 (last accessed 08/2020).
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divide and segregate constitute a silencing for the people they 
impact. Frequently, the threat of incarceration or deportation 
means that people residing in a state on the basis of a visa with 
precarious immigration status, or who are undocumented, are 
dissuaded from speaking out against the actions of that state. 
The ‘good immigrant’ narrative relies on migrant communities 
toeing the line, self-policing and making sure to ‘contribute’ to 
the economy while being compliant in state processes. 

Certain community groups are given the moniker of ‘model 
minority’, as explained by writer Wei Ming Kam,8 who writes 
in The Good Immigrant that, ‘The Chinese in the UK have been 
called the ‘hidden’ or ‘invisible’ community, given that we are 
perceived as ostensibly successful, assimilated into British 
society and self-reliant.’ This inaccurate homogenising (a 2017 
report by the Joseph Rowntree Foundation found that in the past 
20 years, consistently 15–20 per cent more Chinese adults in 
the UK are in poverty than white adults)9 has a range of impacts. 
Wei Ming Kam notes that the idea of Chinese people as model 
minorities stereotypes other migrant communities as loud and 
not hard-working. It also means that the needs of Chinese com-
munities in Britain, such as access to certain public services and 
participation in civic life, are not supported. 

This is an anxiety-inducing state to exist in, and the sense 
of security derived from keeping your head down is in many 
cases tragically revealed to be false. As I detail in Chapter 2, 
schemes such as Operation Nexus, which target EEA (European 
Economic Area)10 citizens in the UK for deportation, demon-

8 N. Shukla, The Good Immigrant (London: Unbound, 2016).
9 www.jrf.org.uk/sites/default/files/jrf/files-research/uk_poverty_2017.pdf (last ac-
cessed September 2020).
10 The European Economic Area (EEA) includes the EU and three members of 
the European Free Trade Association (EFTA): Iceland, Norway and Liechtenstein. 
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strate how the shifting goalposts of citizenship mean that the 
act of sleeping rough, for example, can be used without warning 
as grounds for being forcibly removed from the country.

At the same time as hindering livelihoods and preventing our 
free movement, borders and immigration controls also attempt 
to stem the flow of ideas, stories and histories. Because of this, 
as communities with migration histories, we must document 
our experiences and attempt to reclaim our narratives. Having 
examined how borders were constructed, the violence they 
enact, and the communities and people they impact throughout 
this book, in Chapter 7 I ask: how can we resist them? This book 
exists, in part, in response to institutional attempts to silence 
migrant communities, to whitewash our presence and erase us 
from history books. Our shared stories of border resistance can 
never be laboured enough; while being sites of violence and 
harm, border-crossing also illuminates our ability to sustain, 
survive and re-imagine.

When it was exposed in 2018 that the destruction of 
Windrush landing cards which date-stamped the arrival of Car-
ibbean elders to Britain had been signed off under the Labour 
government, and operationalised by Theresa May as Home Sec-
retary, the vital importance of documenting our own histories 
was re-emphasised. We have never and can never rely on the 
British state to archive our narratives: throughout my work 
on this topic I have drawn on the careful record-making and 
research of the Black Cultural Archives, the Migration Museum, 
the International Slavery Museum, the Institute of Race Rela-
tions, Black History Walks, refugeehistory.org, and the Legacy of 
British Slave-Ownership research project at UCL, among others. 
By capturing and commemorating our migration histories we 
become the architects of what is known about us, and how we 
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are remembered by our communities and those committed to 
the dismantling of borders. 

Being a British passport-holder and documented person 
affords me the privilege to move through academic institutions 
and numerous workplaces, which has enabled me to study and 
write about border-crossing. Because of this, it is of vital impor-
tance that my work is guided by and rooted in the knowledge 
and expertise of people experiencing the sharp end of border vio-
lence – including comrades and freedom fighters I have worked 
in solidarity with in UK detention centres. I would encourage 
you to look to places like Detained Voices, which publishes ver-
batim testimony given by people in UK detention centres, and 
the Step Up Migrant Women campaign which fights for access 
to support for migrant survivors of violence in the UK. This book 
is effective only as an accompaniment to the voices and writings 
of those leading the struggle against borders globally. I write this 
in recognition of and respect for the labour and organising of 
migrant communities past and present, and for my ancestors 
who were brought in chains to Jamaica, and despite the oppres-
sive shadow of the British Empire nurtured the seedlings of 
our family tree. I write now, as I always have, so our stories and 
bloodshed do not run into the dust. Because our survival knows 
no boundary, our resistance will be a tale everlasting.




